Radical lymph node dissection has been the surgery of choice to stage breast cancer and melanoma, as well as other carcinomas for many years. It has been used to determine the extent, if any, of metastasis and regional lymph node involvement in order to stage the disease. This major procedure carries with it many side effects that can become problematic, such as large scars, infection, hematoma, pain, numbness, and most significantly, regional swelling called lymphedema. The practice of a much less invasive procedure is rapidly becoming a standard of care for these patients. This procedure, called sentinel lymph node biopsy, has emerged as the procedure to assess lymph node status, replacing radical lymph node dissection.
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The lymphatic system

The lymphatic system consists of a network of lymphatic vessels, lymph nodes, lymph fluid (transparent fluid containing white blood cells, mostly lymphocytes) and a number of other lymphoid organs, such as the tonsils, thymus and spleen. As arteries and veins circulate the blood to nourish the body’s tissues, some fluid escapes and surrounds the cells. Lymphatic capillaries found throughout the body collect the clear, intercellular (interstitial) fluid, called lymph. (The Greek word lymph means “pure, clear stream.”) The lymphatic capillaries carry the fluid to lymphatic collecting vessels, then to lymphatic trunks, and finally back into the vascular system through one of two large ducts in the thoracic region. Through these ducts, the lymph is carried to heart (Figure 1).

Lymph carrying vessels have valves, similar to those found in our veins, which carry the fluid in one direction towards the heart, so that all this fluid ends back in our circulatory system. As the lymph enters the lymph vessels, it is pumped along by our contracting muscles. As lymph fluid travels through the system, it is filtered by lymph nodes. Lymph nodes are oval shaped masses of lymph tissue covered by a fibrous capsule of connective tissue. The size of the nodes varies from the size of a pinhead to the size of a lima bean, or 2 mm to 20 mm in length with a longitudinal diameter up to 15 mm.

Lymph nodes are arranged in specific clusters in our body, called basins. The major basins in the human body are in the axillary, the inguinal, and the cervical regions. In these nodes, large particles of foreign matter are filtered from the traveling lymph, hopefully before re-entry into the bloodstream. Tumor cells are one example of these “foreign bodies.” When a primary tumor spreads, or metastasizes, these tumor cells move through the lymphatic vessel to the regional basin and become trapped in a lymph node or nodes. By definition, a sentinel node is the first node, or nodes in some cases, that receives the primary lymphatic flow from the tumor site. Studies have shown any specific basin may contain more than one sentinel node. One study found a single sentinel node in 59% of patients, two sentinel nodes in 37%, and three sentinel nodes in 3% of patients. The sentinel node has also been called a “gatekeeper” or a “node on watch” (as a sentinel would be at a gate) over the years.

Some lymph drainage follows a fairly reliable lymphatic flow path, such as in the breast, which may cause metastasis to the regional basin in the axilla (Figure 2). However, in the case of melanoma, the drainage is similar, but can vary, depending on the location. For example, melanomas of the leg usually travel to the groin area (inguinal nodes) and melanomas on the arm usually travel to the axillary basin (axillary nodes). If the melanoma is on the patient’s back, however, the lymphatic channel can vary. The metastasis may travel to the axillary or the groin area. In all of these cases the tumor cells become trapped in these nodes as a “large particle” and can begin to multiply.

The use of a lymphatic mapping procedure, called lymphoscintigraphy, has become vital in highlighting the lymphatic drainage from the primary tumor. This procedure is carried out in the nuclear medicine department of the hospital.

Cancer and lymphatic dissection

Because lymph nodes play such a vital role in removing foreign matter (eg tumor cells) from our bodies, surgeons have used lymphatic dissection for years to stage cancer and to determine the extent or spread, if any, of the cancer. Staging of the cancer via evaluation of the lymph node(s) is a way of predicting the prognosis and determining further treatment for the patient. These radical dissections are a considerable surgical procedure and carry with them numerous side effects as well as a longer recovery period.

Lymph node dissections are done following a positive diagnosis of cancer, either by a lumpectomy, a biopsy, a wide incision, or an X-ray-guided needle biopsy. The size of the tumor and its histology aid in the process of staging the disease. Staging procedures include studies such as blood work and diagnostic imaging studies to assess the organ(s) that the cancer is known to target. For example,
FIGURE 1
The lymphatic and cardiovascular systems.
in breast cancer the target organs are bone, the other breast, the liver, lungs, and the brain. The patient will have tests to determine distant metastasis; whereas, the sentinel node assesses regional metastasis, if any.

In complete (radical) lymph node dissections, there may be removal of 15-25 lymph nodes. These nodes and surrounding tissue will go to the pathology department for analysis. In removing the many nodes and the surrounding tissue, the patient is left with a significant scar, possible infections, or wound breakdown. She/he may also be left with a decreased range of motion near the surgical site. But most importantly, this extensive removal of lymph tissue can significantly reduce the lymphatic drainage in the region, resulting in a painful and lifelong condition known as lymphedema.

Lymphedema is an accumulation of fluid (lymph) in soft tissue, and regional swelling that may cause severe swelling in the regional limb and continue for the patient’s lifetime. Lymphedema can be permanent in 7-37% of breast cancer patients that undergo a standard axillary node dissection. Patients must use extreme care to prevent infections due to the decreased removal of lymph in a specific region. Some preventive measures include wearing gloves when gardening, having no blood drawn from the arm that has had surgery, and to avoid blood pressure readings taken on the affected arm.

Radical node dissections are also more expensive. For example, in 1998 the cost of an axillary lymph node dissection was approximately $11,000. In comparison, lymphatic mapping along with sentinel node biopsy done on an outpatient basis costs only $1,200. It is also important to remember that many patients may have no metastasis or lymph node involvement at all. Studies show that approximately 55% of those who have had an axillary node dissection had negative nodes, making the practice of automatic lymph node dissection economically impractical, especially if other diagnostic procedures can be effective.

**History**

Sentinel lymph node biopsies have been used since the late 1970s, beginning with melanoma studies. Over the next 20 years, many studies were done using lymphoscintigraphy and blue dye. The procedure became quite popular by the 1980s. In the 1990s, Donald Morton, MD, previously professor of surgery at UCLA and now medical director and surgeon at John Wayne Cancer Institute in Santa Monica, California, presented the concept of using lymphatic mapping and sentinel node biopsy to stage breast cancer at an oncology seminar. He was the first to describe the “sentinel node” as the first node in the basin that receives lymphatic flow from the primary tumor. Morton also stated that if the first lymph node is negative for metastasis, then the rest should also be negative.

Numerous studies since have validated his theory. Since the 1990s, sentinel lymph node biopsy has become increasingly popular for breast cancer staging, as well as for melanoma and other cancers.

Sentinel lymph node biopsy is contraindicated in some patients. Examples of this are those who had previous axillary dissection, regional trauma or an infection that might have changed the lymphatic drainage from the tumor site, allergies to the dyes used, palpable nodes, and extensive breast cancer. Also it should not be used in pregnant or nursing mothers until further studies are performed on this population.

**Procedural overview**

The sentinel lymph node procedure begins following a diagnosis of cancer. This diagnosis may follow a routine mammography, a needle biopsy performed by a radiologist, or during a routine visit to the patient’s primary physician. The patient may be sent to a surgeon for further evaluation, followed by a needle biopsy (if one has not been done) or by an excisional biopsy for breast cancer. A biopsy from the melanoma or other tumor may be performed in order to diagnose the tumor as either benign or malignant.

At this time, the surgeon will need to determine...
if the cancer has spread or metastasized, and further tests are prescribed. This staging process will help determine the patient’s prognosis, as well as further treatment options.

Sentinel lymph node procedures are performed today in an ambulatory surgery setting to determine the extent of the cancer. Within a few hours of the scheduled surgery, the patient goes to the nuclear medicine department and possibly to the radiology department, if a needle localization is needed on a nonpalpable tumor. If needed, the radiologist places a localization wire to pinpoint the tumor, for the nuclear medicine department as well as for the surgeon. The patient is then taken to the nuclear medicine department for mapping of his/her lymphatic system. This mapping is done to highlight the drainage of the patient’s lymph from the tumor site. The procedure is explained to the patient and their questions are answered. A radioactive isotope (tracer), technetium-99, is injected at or around the tumor site. This is a very important step, since not everyone’s lymph vessels are located exactly the same, and do not drain the same.

The tracer enters the lymphatic system and is transported to the regional basin. It will settle in the first sentinel node(s) as it travels. This process of migration can take 10 to 30 minutes. The radiologist will then use a gamma camera
to map the drainage of this radioactive substance. A hard copy or scan (similar to an X-ray) is made for the surgeon to view before and during surgery. It will guide him/her in locating the “sentinel node”. The sentinel node location may also be marked on the patient’s skin like a tattoo-type in the nuclear medicine department.1

Studies have pointed to the importance of timing between the injection given in lymphoscintigraphy and the time that the first surgical incision is made to isolate the sentinel node. One to four hours between these two procedures is recommended.2

Intraoperative procedure
Within a few hours following lymphoscintigraphy, the patient will enter the operating room. He/she will be positioned supine for breast surgery; however, the position will vary according to the tumor location in melanoma or other type of cancer. Anesthesia, which may be local or general, will then be administered.

At this time, the surgeon injects 3-5 cc of a blue dye, usually 1% isosulfan blue, about five minutes before initiation of the first incision at or around the tumor site.2 (Since its particles are too small to be trapped in the nodes, methylene blue should not be used for this procedure.) The closer the tumor is to the regional basin, the shorter the interval; increased distance lengthens the interval. If the incision is made too soon, the dye will not have had time to travel through the afferent lymphatic vessel to the node. Waiting too long decreases detectability of the sentinel node because nearby nodes will also have absorbed the dye.2

Typically, the surgeon massages the area to facilitate the flow of the dye into the draining lymphatic vessels. The blue dye provides a visible marker, as well as an auditory marker from the sound made by the gamma ray (Geiger) counter as it detects the radioactive isotope. Some surgeons then use the nonsterile gamma probe to confirm the path of lymphatic drainage.

The circulator proceeds with prepping the surgical site. While the circulator is performing
Since the late 1980s, there has been debate within the medical community regarding the staging for cutaneous melanoma that centers on the different approaches for thin, intermediate or thick lesions. Therapy is determined by analyzing the characteristics and depth of the tumor. Thin lesions are defined as less than 0.75 mm in Breslow thickness, thick cancers, greater than 4 mm, and intermediate, everything in between. The greatest prospects for complete curative treatment remains with patients with the intermediate and thin range lesions.

Since the mid-1990s the gold standard for accurate staging of melanoma patients has become the sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB). SLNB is most suitable for malignant melanoma patients with lesions greater than 0.76 mm Breslow thickness and breast cancer patients with invasive disease up to 5 cm in dimension.

Melanoma patients
Minimally invasive SLNB is designed for staging of patients who have a solid tumor lesion with a high risk of metastases. Malignant Melanoma is one of the most aggressive cancers. There are two schools of thought regarding lymphatic evaluation in patients with clinically node negative disease. One group (elective lymph node dissection) believe all patients with intermediate thickness melanomas and clinically negative lymph node basins should undergo complete lymphadenectomy to identify occult disease and prevent spread of disease to other organs. The second group (therapeutic lymph node dissection) would argue lymphadenectomy to prevent metastases could create greater complications than improve survival rates. These complications include lymphedema, nerve injury, wound complications, such as a seroma and infection. The surgical intervention (elective lymph node dissection) group has taken a much more aggressive position on staging these patients. Their approach was to remove all or most of the draining lymph nodes, most often many more than necessary. The Sentinel Lymph Node Biopsy (SLNB) eliminates this controversy by providing a minimally invasive solution by identifying metastatic disease in clinically node negative patients.

Lymphatic mapping
SLNB provides the same histopathological information as a radical lymph node dissection with minimal morbidity and far less complications; a far better surgical outcome. Generally, the surgeon removes only one or two lymph nodes that are interrogated rigorously and subjected to specialized histochemical staining techniques in addition to routine H&E sections. If these sentinel nodes are free of disease (80% of the time), the rest of that lymph node basin is likely to be free of metastases with confidence limits to 98%. Many multi-site trials have validated these findings with a false negative rate of less than 2.6% nationally.

The prep, the surgeon(s) scrub, gown and glove. Having already set up the back table and Mayo stand, the surgical technologist assists the surgeon with draping.

The surgeon uses the gamma probe (wand), which has been covered with a sterile sleeve to find the radioactive “hot spots” by listening for the loudest noise as well as reading the numbers displayed on the gamma counter. The higher the number shown, the more radioactivity at the site. The surgeon may also refer to the lymphatic map at this time, which is in the operating room and ready to be viewed. Marking of the skin is then performed with a marking pen above the first (sentinel) node, and the incision above the sentinel node begins.3,5

The surgeon carefully dissects down, using blunt dissection, following the lymphatic drainage from the tumor and using the blue color of the Lymphazurin to direct the approach. When the node is located, the probe will again be used to take a reading to confirm the amount of radioactive isotope amount in the node. All of these readings must be documented by the circulating nurse.1

The sentinel node is excised, and placed in a sterile specimen cup. With the surgeon’s permission, it is passed to the circulator to be labeled with the location of the node and sent to pathology for a frozen section analysis or touch prep analysis. Numerous specimen cups should be available for this purpose, each specifically labeled.3 Another reading from the gamma counter is taken, and the circulator continues to record all results. The surgeon looks for further sentinel nodes in the same manner.

If the lumpectomy or wide excision has not been performed previously, it would be completed while waiting for the pathology report. If the pathology results come back negative for metastasis in the sentinel node(s), the surgical site(s) will be irrigated and closed. If the results are positive, further lymphatic dissection will be performed and a drain may be inserted at the surgical site. Dressings will be applied and the patient will be moved to the post anesthesia care unit.

Radiation safety
Facility safety policies differ concerning radiation exposure safety due to the use of the radioactive isotope used in this procedure. The policy in the past was to use disposable paper goods and to isolate these goods with all used instruments and supplies and trash until the amount of radiation decreased to a certain predetermined level.3 This isolation process took up to 72 hours, but varied according to policy from one facility to another. Radiation monitoring badges were worn by the surgical team to determine the amount of radiation exposure. However, research has now shown that the amount of radiation exposure during this procedure is not high enough to necessitate this process.1

Many facilities today do not require the use of paper goods or any special disposal process. However, facilities may specify special handling of the sentinel node specimen when it is sent to pathology, as well as during the time it is in the pathology department. With the rapidly changing regulations and hospital policies, it is of utmost importance that the surgical technologist be fully aware of their facility’s policy on this subject, to evaluate the practice from time to time, and to work to change practices when they become obsolete. As procedures evolve, the early restrictions may no longer be theoretically or clinically significant.

The future
The American Cancer Society estimates that there will be 205,000 new cases of breast cancer and 53,600 new cases of melanoma in 2002 in the United States alone.12 As more clinical trials continue to show positive results, the number of new cases of these types of cancer should impact on the increased use of sentinel lymph node biopsy. With the trend in today’s health care to improve diagnosis with less invasive surgery and to keep the cost of surgery as low as possible, including minimizing the patient’s hospital stay, these minimally invasive procedures should continue to increase. Surgical technologists’ understanding of the different phases of this procedure as well as the time involved for the patient are key
to set the standards of care and to improve the care given to these patients.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Which is not part of the lymphatic system?</td>
<td>a. thyroid gland</td>
<td>d. tonsils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Which statement about lymph is not accurate?</td>
<td>a. it contains lymphocytes</td>
<td>d. all of the above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Basins are clusters of</td>
<td>a. lymphatic capillaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What is the primary characteristic of the sentinel node(s)?</td>
<td>a. it is the only one that filters tumor cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The main purpose of lymphoscintigraphy is to ___?</td>
<td>a. map the lymphatic drainage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Possible complications of lymph node dissection include:</td>
<td>a. increased susceptibility to infections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Which is true about lymphedema?</td>
<td>a. caused by accumulation of lymph in the tissue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. The time between isosulfan injection and the first injection is critical because:</td>
<td>a. dye must have time to reach the sentinel node</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Radioactive dye is used to ___.</td>
<td>a. audibly locate the sentinel node</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. A ___ may be performed while waiting for the pathology report.</td>
<td>a. lumpectomy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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